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Abstract
In this interview, we discuss the use of psychedelic drugs as a promising
treatment in disorders of consciousness. Psilocybin, a classic psychedelic, is
currently undergoing substantial clinical investigations in healthy volunteers, but
also in clinical populations. Recently, experts in the field of psychedelics have
addressed the attractive possibility to use such psychedelics on patients suffering
from disorders of consciousness. Building on her empirical and theoretical
research on disorders of consciousness, Olivia Gosseries gives us her opinion.
Implementing rigorous clinical trials with psychedelics on patients with disorders
of consciousness will allow their clinical efficacy to be tested. We finish the
interview by briefly addressing the ethical and legal challenges and discussing
other related non-pathological modified states of consciousness.
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You are well known for your impressive work on disorders of consciousness
(DOC) and you have recently become the co-director of the Coma Science
Group (with Dr. Aurore Thibaut), succeeding Prof. Steven Laureys who
founded the Coma Science Group. Can you please introduce yourself and
explain what brought you to work with patients with DOC?

Yes of course. I am a neuropsychologist who pursued a PhD in biomedical
and pharmaceutical sciences. Currently I am studying altered states of
consciousness, with a focus on diagnosis, prognosis and treatments of braininjured patients with DOC.
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In 2005, I spent 6 months at the University of Quebec in Montreal as part of
the Socrates II program (Erasmus). During this time, I participated in a
neuropsychology workshop for which I went to a rehabilitation institute
every Wednesday. The aim was to interact with patients and provide a
diagnosis, without having access to their medical files. My first patient did
not talk and did not respond to me. I was very confused. How can I give a
diagnosis in such a situation? The diagnosis of this patient was mixed aphasia:
he did not understand me (sensory aphasia) and he was not able to speak
(motor aphasia). Meeting with many patients over the weeks, I noticed that
they all had previously fallen into a coma. Some patients had vague memories
of the coma, some reported dream-like experiences and some had no
recollection. I was very intrigued by this peculiar state: what is it like to be
in a coma? Where is the mind in such a state? Why do some patients recover
while some don’t?
When I came back to Belgium, I wanted to do my internship and master’s
thesis on this topic. I contacted Dr. Steven Laureys who openly welcomed me
and I started working as an undergrad at the Coma Science Group in 2006.
Seeing patients in a coma in the intensive care units was a unique and
shattering experience. I was really compelled to find a cure for coma. After
completing my master’s, I spent 4 months at the Moss Rehabilitation
Institute in Philadelphia with Dr. John Whyte to get more familiar with the
daily recovery of patients with DOC. I learned that most of these patients (if
not all) do not remember their time in rehabilitation, and that a good
proportion of them do not recover well. Time post-injury, etiology and the
patients’ clinical status upon admission were however predictors of early
recovery (Whyte et al., 2009). After this enriched experience, I was ready to
pursue a PhD with comatose patients. Following the PhD and several
postdoctoral positions, I recently became a research associate at F.R.S-FNRS
and co-director of the Coma Science Group.
After 14 years working in the field, there is still no cure for coma. My aim is
to find one (wishful thinking) and to continue improving the care of patients
with DOC. I also want to contribute to the understanding of human
consciousness and promote public awareness of this fascinating topic. For a
review on how to measure consciousness in DOC, see Gosseries et al. (2014a),
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and our video Dance my PhD 2018 - the (un)conscious brain
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYMmVNei2Hc&t).
Recently, you published a review in ‘The Lancet Neurology’ (Thibaut et al.,
2019) highlighting the rarity of effective treatment options for patients with
DOC. What are the main reasons that efficient treatments are rare in these
situations? In addition, have we observed an increase of interests in the search
for treatments over the past few years?

Yes indeed, we crucially lack effective therapeutic options for patients with
DOC. I think there are four main reasons at play: 1) DOC is considered a
rather new and rare disease, 2) it is a challenging patient population, 3)
previous work mostly focused on diagnosis and prognosis rather than
treatment specifically, and 4) we need to understand the mechanisms of
consciousness recovery before developing targeted treatments.
Before the 1950’s, patients with severe brain injuries would die. With the
advent of the ventilators, such patients can now live, and the definition of
death changed from cardiac death (now called “clinical death”) to brain death
(official definition of death). Unfortunately, a proportion of these patients
may remain alive but without recovering. DOC is an umbrella term that
includes coma (no arousal, no awareness), unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome (previously known as vegetative state; wakefulness but reflexive
behaviors only), and minimally conscious state (wakefulness and behavioral
signs of consciousness without functional communication) (Bodart et al.,
2013). Coma is an acute state in which patients will never open their eyes and
it lasts more than one hour, up to a few weeks. In contrast, patients with an
unresponsive wakefulness syndrome or in a minimally conscious state have
their eyes open, and these states can be acute, prolonged (more than a
month), or chronic (more than several months, sometimes decades).
Chronic DOC is considered a rare disease because it affects between 0.2 and
17 individuals out of 100 000 in Europe and the United-States. DOC are not
classified as complications of common diseases but as pathologies per se,
because they have specific International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
codes. Patients with DOC are sadly often neglected by healthcare systems
and private companies have little financial incentive to develop new
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treatments for such rare patients. We consequently have an urgent need to
investigate therapies with the support of universities and other organizations.
The second reason for the scarcity of treatment options is that management
of patients with DOC is very challenging because they cannot communicate,
have severe motor disability and are dependent on others for all care. Most
current rehabilitation therapies need active participation of the patients,
which is not possible with these patients.
The third reason is that previous work has mainly investigated diagnostic and
prognostic indicators of consciousness. In medicine, before prescribing a
treatment, we need to know what the diagnosis is, and in our case an accurate
diagnosis of the level of consciousness (“is the person conscious?”). This can
be a hard task because we primarily use behavior to infer consciousness, but
responsiveness does not always equate consciousness. This may lead to a high
rate of misdiagnosis (Stender et al., 2014), which can in turn lead to
inadequate medical decisions, such as withdrawal of life-sustaining care. The
second difficulty that arises after the diagnosis is the prognosis (“is the
patient going to recover?”). With time, the patient may recover
spontaneously, however we only think of treatments when patients do not
recover. After more than three decades of research, we are slowly moving
towards treatments.
The last and probably most important reason why we have not yet found a
cure is that to treat a condition, we need to understand it. Only when we will
comprehend the mechanisms of consciousness recovery, will we be able to
develop effective and specific therapies. So far all the tested treatments are
repurposed, meaning that they are available on the market for other
pathologies and we try them with our patients. Here is an illustration based
on our recent review (Thibaut et al., 2019) to show you what has been tested
so far with pharmacological and brain stimulation treatments,
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Figure 1. Pharmacological and brain stimulation treatments in patients with
DOC.
and how we think they act on the damaged brain based on the mesocircuit
model (Schiff, 2010). I took the liberty to add the psilocybin as this is the
main topic of this interview.
To answer your second question, it is clear that recently there is more interest
in treatments. There are many new research groups working on coma and
related states, and many new clinical trials are being conducted around the
world. The interest for DOC treatment was probably pushed forward with
the publication of a landmark paper on amantadine in 2012 (Giacino et al.,
2012). Very recently, the Curing Coma Campaign has been launched by the
Neurocritical Care Society with the aim to develop and implement coma
treatment strategies. This is the first global public health initiative created
to tackle the unifying concept of coma as a treatable medical entity. I have
great hope of success and invite everyone interested to join this campaign
(www.curingcoma.org).

“

Only when we will comprehend the mechanisms
of consciousness recovery, will we be able to
develop effective and specific therapies
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Of note, most published treatments studies on DOC are open-label and case
reports, which means that results need to be interpreted with caution and
cannot be translated into clinical practice. To evaluate the effectiveness of a
treatment, we need randomized controlled trials with robust designs on large
samples to take into account biases, such as spontaneous recovery. Only a
handful of these trials have been published so far but many are on their way
(36 are currently registered as pending clinical trials).
In 2019, Scott and Carhart-Harris published a paper discussing the potential
capacity of classical psychedelic, psilocybin, to increase consciousness in
patients with DOC (Scott & Carhart-Harris, 2019). What was your first
thought when learning about this suggestion?

This was a great moment! I was very excited and shared the paper with my
team. I have been thinking about this possibility in the past but without
acting on it. Discussing the paper with you and other colleagues made it clear
that we had to give it a try, and that we should collaborate with the authors
(which you ended up doing). The use of psilocybin to treat disorders of
consciousness is an innovative, auspicious and original idea of treatment but
it is certainly challenging ethically and legally.
At the Coma Science Group, we have conducted several studies on
anesthesia, including administering ketamine to participants who ended up
completely unresponsive at the bedside but yet reported psychedelic
experiences afterwards (Sarasso et al., 2015). One of my favorite techniques to
investigate brain activity is transcranial magnetic stimulation combined with
electroencephalography (TMS-EEG) (for review, see Gosseries et al., 2014b).
We showed in collaboration with the team of Dr M. Massimini at the
University of Milan, that under ketamine, the brain reacts to the stimulation
in a complex and widespread manner, like it does in normal wakefulness. In
comparison, during propofol or xenon sedation, the brain reacts in a slow,

“

The use of psilocybin to treat disorders of
consciousness is an innovative, auspicious and
original idea of treatment but it is certainly
challenging ethically and legally.
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stereotypical and non-complex way and subjects do not recall any subjective
experience afterwards. Similarly, unresponsive patients show a local and slow
responses to TMS while patients in minimally conscious states show a
differentiated, complex and broad responses (Rosanova et al., 2012). Going a
step further, we developed the perturbational complexity index (PCI) that
uses the normalized Lempel-Ziv complexity to compress the spatio-temporal
pattern of cortical activation information into one number, with a threshold
for consciousness above 0.31 (Casali et al., 2013, Casarotto et al., 2016). In
ketamine, the PCI is high, as in healthy wakefulness, in REM sleep and in
patients in minimally conscious states. In propofol and xenon sedation, PCI
is low, as in non-rapid eye movement sleep (with no dream reports upon
awakening) and in unresponsive patients. These findings highlight that the
loss of consciousness is linked to drops in complexity in brain activity. In
previous works, we also showed decreases in neural complexity in DOC
patients using EEG entropy (Gosseries et al., 2011, Piarulli et al., 2016).
On the other hand, studies by other groups showed that psilocybin, a
serotonin 2A-receptor agonist (5-HT2A/C), increases brain complexity in
healthy subjects (Schartner et al., 2017, Varley et al., 2020). So it is a fair
hypothesis that psilocybin may be a plausible awakening drug for DOC
patients that would restore the loss of brain complexity and ultimately
improve the patients’ state and responsiveness.
Since then, have you heard some of your colleagues from the DOC field
discussing that option?

Internally, yes we discussed this option and developed a study protocol that
we plan to start in 2021, hopefully in collaboration with experts in the field
of psychedelics. I have however not heard much interest in this drug in other
groups working with DOC. This may be because of practical and legal
reasons, as many institutional review boards would probably not allow the
use of illegal drugs in a fragile population. There is also a panoply of other
legal drugs (e.g., pitolisant, d-cycloserine) that could be tested to potentially
increase patients’ responsiveness. Implementing clinical trials with these
drugs may be easier and more feasible at this time.
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This is nevertheless an excellent opportunity to bridge the fields of DOC and
psychedelics. As of now, these are separated research topics despite both
being considered as non-ordinary states of consciousness. In this regard, the
Mind & Life Europe (https://www.mindandlife-europe.org/) organized a
workshop with research groups from different fields to start comparing states
of consciousness such as meditation, hypnosis, psychedelics and trance from
a first- and third-person perspective. This was a very interesting event.
What do you think about it now? Do you think the neurocognitive
mechanisms sustaining the action of psilocybin could increase consciousness
awareness in those patients?

This is a complicated question because we know little about the mechanisms
of action of psilocybin and even less about the mechanisms of induced
recovery of consciousness. It is thus difficult to predict what will be the
response at the group level. I would hypothesize that psilocybin will improve
the level of consciousness in a majority of patients with DOC along with
increased brain complexity. I expect diffuse changes in the brain, especially
in the frontal areas (where there are many serotonin receptors), in the default
mode network and in the dorsal-attention network, based on previous works
(Beliveau et al., 2017, Carhart-Harris and Friston, 2019, Varley et al., 2020).
Psilocybin may modulate activity in the cortico-striato-thalamocortical loop,
which would reactivate the consciousness network. If no clinical
improvement is observed after psilocybin intake, a heightened brain activity
may still be noticed. This could reflect an increase in internal awareness that
is not possible to assess externally, as this is the case during ketamine
sedation. But if patients recover afterwards, we could ask if they remember
the experience, and if so, it would suggest disconnected consciousness at the
time. Patients have however severe memory impairments so we cannot
conclude anything in the absence of such reports. If we observe an increase
in brain activity without improvement of responsiveness, a second
explanation could be that brain complexity may be independent of
consciousness, which would call into question the relationship between
consciousness and brain complexity (see also Pal et al., 2019), a key element
in consciousness model research (Koch et al., 2016).
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In a recent dream, I gave psilocybin to a woman with DOC, and after severe
side effects (I thought she was having a heart attack), she started speaking,
which she had not done since her accident. So I do dream psilocybin can
become a successful new awakening drug, but if not, as a Cartesian scientist,
I would favor the explanation of disconnected consciousness over the brainmind separation.
I would like to take this opportunity to relate the case of zolpidem, to show
how hard it can be to predict drug effects. Zolpidem, also known as Stilnox
or Ambien, is a non-benzodiazepine hypnotic drug that acts as an agonist of
the inhibitory GABA receptor and binds to the GABA-A receptor chloride
channel. It is commonly prescribed as a sleep inducer. In 2000, a case of
zolpidem-induced awareness was reported for the first time in a patient, who
after being diagnosed in an unresponsive wakefulness syndrome for 3 years,
suddenly ‘awoke’ and began speaking 15 minutes after receiving the drug
(Clauss et al., 2000). Zolpidem was initially administered to the patient to
help him sleep because he was restless at night. Since then, temporary
improvements of arousal, awareness and cognitive abilities have been shown
in other patients with DOC, sometimes with drastic changes such as the
ability to eat and walk, but just for the time of the medication (around 4
hours). This behavioral awakening is accompanied by increased metabolism
in frontal regions and decreases in EEG power and coherence in low
frequencies (6-10Hz) (Williams et al., 2013, Chatelle et al., 2014).
Unfortunately, only 5% of patients with DOC show such paradoxical
responses (Whyte et al., 2014), and it is unknown why them and not others.
Increasing our knowledge of physiological processes will help to spur drug
discovery, but as in the case of zolpidem, serendipity occasionally leads to
important drug discoveries. This phenomenon has also been observed in the
discovery of penicillin and played a role in the development of many
psychotropic drugs which later helped to shape the field of psychiatry.
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While there is currently no effective treatment, there are some promising
approaches, particularly for patients in a minimally conscious state (MCS). Do
you think psilocybin could be more efficient for patients in a MCS, compared
to patients with an unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS)? If so, why?

Amantadine is the only treatment that was recommended by the American
practice guidelines in 2018 for patients with DOC between 4 and 16 weeks
after a traumatic brain injury (Giacino et al., 2018). Zolpidem and brain
stimulation techniques may also be good candidates for some patients. For
instance, a previous study by Thibaut and colleagues (2014) showed that half
of the patients in minimally conscious state responded to transcranial direct
current stimulation targeting the prefrontal cortex, whereas only a few
unresponsive patients showed new signs of consciousness. This suggests that
patients may need to be above some particular threshold of conscious
awareness, with a minimum of brain complexity to benefit from brain
stimulation. Note that improvements in these cases remain moderate, with
responders showing new behaviors such as response to command, visual
pursuit or localization to pain. Some patients may benefit from therapeutic
interventions even years after the brain injury (Estraneo et al., 2010).
Another promising approach that has not yet been tested is to combine
different treatments (e.g., amantadine with repetitive TMS). Model-driven
treatments should be developed using dynamical whole-brain computational
models to understand the fundamental mechanisms of consciousness
recovery. Finding biomarkers to predict responsiveness will ultimately help
personalized treatment based on patients’ individual profile. As of now, for
brain stimulation, we know that one should stimulate on (partially) preserved
structural brain area to induce brain responses and behavioral outputs
(Gosseries et al., 2015, Thibaut et al., 2015).
Considering all this, one could speculate that psilocybin would be more
beneficial for patients in minimally conscious states, as they have more
preserved brains than unresponsive patients. On the other side, psilocybin
has been shown to increase brain complexity, so it may work in unresponsive
patients who specifically lack complex activity. Psilocybin might reintroduce
complexity in their brain and thus responsiveness. It is also possible that a
minimum of brain complexity is needed, and patients who are diagnosed at
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the bedside as unresponsive but who show brain activity compatible with the
minimally conscious state would be the ones who respond the most to the
drug. This category of patients is referred to as being in a non-behavioral
minimally conscious state* (aka MCS*) (Gosseries et al., 2014c) or
experiencing a cognitive motor dissociation (Schiff, 2015). Only time will tell
what will be the results of psilocybin in DOC patients.
According to you, what are the two most important challenges inherent in the
testing of psychedelics in patients with DOC?

The two main challenges are related to ethical and legal issues. Working with
DOC patients is already an ethical challenge as they cannot communicate
and thus cannot give their informed consent. We consequently rely on their
legal guardians to make decisions for them. If patients recover functional
communication during psychedelic treatment, they will be able to share their
experience, give their consent (or not), and even possibly make their own
decisions. One concern with psychedelics is that they can produce
psychotropic aversive effects, which may be frightening for the patients. We
do not want to induce a negative psychological impact with this intervention,
and we have to evaluate the risk-benefit ratio. We have to develop novel
treatments that are the most beneficent and the least harmful. The beneficent
obligation that professional caregivers have in these situations calls for the
creation of a care ethos that reflects the principle of respect of persons for
these patients (Blain-Moraes et al., 2018).
To avoid “bad trips” with potential harmful effects, paying attention to
contextual factors will be crucial to create a relaxing setting (e.g., using
decoration in the room, a comforting glow). Giving clear information to the
patients and their families, and having them at the bedside during the testing,
will also increase the likelihood of a safe and positive experience. Another
concern is what do we do next if the patient recovers during treatment? The
effects will most probably be temporary and the patients will have to take
the drug repeatedly (like with zolpidem, some patients take it three times a
day to eat). But psychedelics are currently illegal. It is going to be a long battle
before the routine implementation of such drugs in the clinic. The legal
aspect of studying psychedelic drugs in DOC patients will also need to be
considered and approved by institutional review boards.
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At the University Hospital of Liège, you are in frequent contact with the
families of DOC patients. Do you think they might be willing to test this
potential treatment on their relatives?

Yes, most families want to try everything possible for their loved ones. They
might however have concerns about side effects, so we have to evaluate the
risk-benefit ratio before proposing treatment. Families have to be fully
informed before providing their consent. They should act in the best interest
of the patient, and think of what (s)he would have liked. If there were (official
or informal) advance directives, families should respect the wishes of the
patients. Collaborating with families in such context is paramount and they
should participate in the study and provide feedback.
Next to your interest in DOC, you have recently published an article about
cognitive trance. Do you think there is a link between cognitive trance and
psychedelics
in
terms
of
phenomenology
and/or
underlying
neurophysiological mechanisms?

Great question and the short answer is yes, definitively. With my colleague
Dr. Audrey Vanhaudenhuyse and others, we started investigating the effects
of trance at the phenomenological and neurophysiological level over a year
ago. There are certainly commonalities between trance and psychedelics.
Some trance experts report anecdotally that trance is like psychedelic
without the ingestion of drugs. Here is an excerpt of a trance experience
related by Corine Sombrun who was trained in Mongolia and who came to
our laboratory: “I saw a little ant and then I was this ant. I climbed in a tree
and I fell from it. After, I had visions of insects and big lizards. I experienced
a transformation again, with the feeling of becoming something else, like an
iguana. Then my tongue started to come out with the sensation of a turtle’s
tongue. After, there were the hisses of snakes, I went through all the reptiles.
I had a feeling of joy, I wanted to laugh. (…) Then it was pure joy, total
happiness and a huge expansion of my perception of self” (Gosseries et al.,
2019). Regarding the neurophysiological mechanisms, we have conducted an
EEG study on a group of trance experts and the analyses are underway. As in
psychedelics, we expect to measure elevated brain activity and complexity,
along with an augmented consciousness phenomenology.
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Another link to make is between trance, psychedelic and near-death
experience (NDE), as some features of NDE seem to be common, such as the
feeling of extrasensory perception and ineffability (Martial et al., under
revision; for a recent review see Martial et al., 2020).
The ultimate nature of consciousness is still full of mysteries but it is evident
that deepening our knowledge of all the possible states of consciousness can
only increase our understanding of the human mind and brain. I think trance
studies will open a new window of research possibilities, and maybe one day
we will be able to use it to cure coma.

“

The ultimate nature of consciousness is still full
of mysteries but it is evident that deepening
our knowledge of all the possible states of
consciousness can only increase our
understanding of the human mind and brain. I
think trance studies will open a new window of
research possibilities, and maybe one day we
will be able to use it to cure coma.
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